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dressed in some very bright
colours for music rocks.
Bill Adams with his 17-year-old
horse Arkan Brooke, who Is
better known as Jerry. The pair
won the in hand show horse
championship, receiving the
Frodo memorial shield. "We
bred him so have had him all his
life. I used to show him in the
young stock class, then when
broken, we showed him in the
ridden hunter classes.He has
jumped to newcomers and has
done working hunter classes.
He has hunted regularly for four
years and when he turned 15 we
started showing in the veteran
classes;'said Bill.

Lilly HughesBell won the
young rider
championship
class with her
pony Rocky,
"Rocky is
29-years-old
and I am only
nine" said Lilly.
"He has been
in the family a
long time and
I have known
him since I
was born. He
used to be
my sister's
jumping pony and now I have
taken him over as she is older
now. I love showing and we are
working on our dressage too.
It always feels great and very
exciting to win, and it is very
special to win the class today"
Reserve In Hand Veteran went to
Mr Buttons and Hannah Ludlow.
The 26- year old pony has been
in the family for 24 years. "He has
been a fantastic all-rounder and
he now lives out in the field and
is grandad to the young ponies,
which I think keeps him going!"
said a thrilled and emotional
Hannah.
Nicola Timmins with her
19-year-old part-bred
Arab Bobby won the
title of in hand veteran
of the year and also over
all reserve veteran 2015.
"I have owned her for 13
years; we have always
competed in showing
and dressage with her and recently we will be
concentrating on the
In hand classes;'said
Nicola "It is just amazing,
I didn't think I would do
as well as this and just to
have been placed would
have been enough) but
to win is wonderful;' she
added.
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Salisbury based Lucy Nazer
riding 17-year-old Rolandro
were the winners of the ridden
pre-veteran regional final, the _,
ridden veteran of the year and
overall veteran of the year 201S.
Lucy has owned
Rolandro for 13
Rocky
years and said, "We
have mainly focused
on competing in
dressage up to Inter
1.We have only just
started showing
this year, and this is
our third show. I will
defiantly continue
showing now:' Lucy
added, "Rolandro is
worked three or four
times a week with
lots of hacking with
schooling once a
week if we are lucky.
He is my best friend':

"We are delighted to
support the Veteran
Horse Society;'
• said Sales Director
Tim Page."The
National Supreme
Championships is a
wonderful event and a
great opportunity for
us to offer feed advice:'

Laura Sheppard, Area
Sales Manager said "It
has been wonderful to
see so many mature
horses competing,
over the weekend
we have been able to
offer feed advice on
the extra essentials
to keep them looking
and feeling young at
•
heart. It has been an
enjoyable event, congratulations
to Lucy Nazer and her horse,
Rolandro"

Allen and Page
were on hand to
offer feed advice
and to present to
the Champion of
Champions Lucy
Nazer and her horse,
17 year old Rolandro,
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